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the first movement, rare, is an allegro moderato
in f minor. it has a festive theme and is based on
rhythms from the era of g.f. handel. the second
movement, medium, is a tempo poco mosso, a
slow movement in f major. this movement is

based on a motif played by the first trombone.
the third movement, well done, is an allegro

assai in c major. it has a more serious theme and
is based on five motifs played by the first
trombone. the orchestration is unusually
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complex, but the result is extremely well
balanced. the t-bone concerto has its centre of
gravity in the last movement. the solo part is
written for the first trombone, and is played in

tierce, evens and double-tongues, using both the
left and the right hand. it begins in f major, and

after a short introduction, the solo trombone
enters in the dominant key of c. there is a slow
introduction of the second trombone, and then
the third trombone enters in f minor. the first
trombone and the third trombone play only a
short duet, but the second trombone and the

second trumpet play a long duet. the solo
trombone and trumpet play an exchange which is

concluded by the first trombone. the last two
parts of the movement are played by the whole
band, and the solo trombone enters again. the
trombones play a fast unison part, before the

solo trombone comes in. the orchestra plays the
same tune again, and the solo trombone repeats
the opening notes of the first trombone. after a
short interlude, the first trombone begins the
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opening motive of the movement. after a second
interlude, the movement ends in a coda. the

whole work is written in binary form, and is one
of the most challenging pieces for the solo

trombone.
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the performance of this concerto is a milestone in
trombone history. de meij showed the world that

the slide trombone is not just a novelty
instrument. the music is a mix of modern and

baroque style. the soloist did not play the horn as
a solo instrument, but as a member of an

ensemble. the music is a blend of the two styles,
and the result is a breathtaking piece. de meij's
playing is full of emotion and pathos and is truly
amazing. this is the epitome of all that is great
about the slide trombone. the johan de meij t-

bone concerto is a must for any trombone player.
this is the only solo trombone concerto written in

the 20th century that is currently being
performed. i highly recommend this masterpiece

to any trombone player or student of the
trombone. reviewers have pointed out that, with

the notation, the work can be played in any
order. here is a great example. i think the order
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shown is fine, especially if you play it live as well.
this is the first movement, the warm-up before

the all-out finale. i really like the way that de meij
created this opening movement, which is one of

my favorites. the solo trombone part is really
compelling and i love how the low brass sounds.
the second movement is a lyrical romantic piece
with a soft romantic lilt, a solo clarinet part with

plenty of expression, and the basses have a
beautifully mournful and expressive sound.
finally, the finale is a great piece with a fast-

paced introduction, a nice march theme, a solo
euphonium part with a solid tone, and a fun,

jazzy brass section. this is the finale! go!
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